A&S Media Report  
10/3/15 - 10/9/15

STATS AT A GLANCE
- 41 external media stories tracked
- 3 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 5 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 4 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 2 Tumblr blog entries
- 13 Tweets
- 5 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

**Hope and Scandal in Hungary**  
_Dissent Magazine_, 10/5/15  
Holly Case (HISTORY)

**Professor Explores Western Lyrical Tradition at Lecture**  
_Cornell Daily Sun_, 10/8/15  
Jonathan Culler (COMP LIT, ENGLISH)

**Ten-Minute Playfest Fills Schwartz’s Black Box**  
_Cornell Daily Sun_, 10/5/15  
Mark DiStefano’s ‘16, graduate students J. Michael Kinsey and Nick Fessette (PMA)

**Sciences and Math**

**Ask a MacArthur genius: Will tiny polymers replace bomb-sniffing dogs?**  
_Washington Post_, 10/8/15 and 1 other media outlet  
William Dichtel (CHEMISTRY)

**Cornell lecture to address 'Quantum Universe,' Higgs boson**  
_Ithaca Voice_, 10/7/15, _Cornell Chronicle_  
(PHYSICS)

**Is There a Kraken in Kraken Mare? What Kind of Life Would We Find on Titan?**  
_Universe Today_, 10/2/15 and 5 other media outlets  
Jonathan Lunine (ASTRONOMY)
Noted astronomer James Houck dies at 74
Cornell Chronicle, 10/8/15
Terry Herter (ASTRONOMY)

Water on Mars: Does It Matter?
Cornell Daily Sun, 9/30/15
Alex Hayes (ASTRONOMY)

Social Sciences

We All Get ‘Free Stuff’ From the Government
New York Times, 10/8/15
Suzanne Mettler (GOVERNMENT)

Cornell professors testify before House committee
Cornell Chronicle, 10/8/15
Jessica Chen Weiss (GOVERNMENT)

New federal prison release is a step forward, but not a game-changer
College of Arts & Sciences Website, 10/7/15
Joseph Margulies (GOVERNMENT)

Other Stories and Multiple Departments

Students gain voting rights in Graduate School governance
Cornell Chronicle, 10/8/15
Anna Waymack, graduate student (MEDIEVAL STUDIES)

Will Gluck, Director of Easy A and Annie, to speak at Cornell
College of Arts & Sciences Website, 10/7/15
(CAREER SERVICES, ENGLISH, ASIAN STUDIES)
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